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In order to acquire some aspects of grammar, such as wh-questions and verb tense
agreement, children must be able to learn nonadjacent dependencies. This type of
learning has been demonstrated in both children and adults, but is reported to be difficult.
The current study investigated whether children with autism (ASD) would show a similar
pattern of nonadjacent dependency learning as seen in typically developing (TD) children,
and whether variation in this ability would relate to language levels, sleep habits or
characteristics of ASD.
Ten TD children (M age 21.04 months), and ten children with ASD (M age 43.86
months) were tested in their homes on two consecutive days. Statistical learning abilities
were assessed using a visual fixation paradigm (e.g., Shi et al., 2006). The audiovisual
stimuli were presented via a computer monitor and speaker. A camcorder positioned
behind the monitor captured children’s direction of gaze. During the familiarization trial,
children watched a silent video while an artificial grammar was presented for 20 minutes.
In the test trial, children watched a 3.5-minute video of a moving checkerboard, while
they heard familiar and unfamiliar audio strings interspersed.
Audio stimuli consisted of 3-item strings of nonce words (e.g. vot_kicey_jic) in
which the first and third item always co-occurred, but the second item varied. Test stimuli
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were a subset of the training strings (i.e., familiar), and a subset of unfamiliar strings (i.e.,
from an alternate grammar). Average looking-times were calculated offline for familiar
and unfamiliar trials, to determine if each child discriminated between trial types.
Neither group of children showed significant discrimination between familiar and
unfamiliar audio trials. However, individual children’s looking patterns revealed a
qualitative difference in looking preferences. Most of the TD children looked longer
during unfamiliar audio trials, while most of the ASD group looked longer during the
familiar trials. Children’s looking times were correlated with measures of language levels,
sleep habits, and autism characteristics. Few measures significantly predicted looking
times during the statistical learning task. However, the measures that predicted TD
looking patterns were different from the measures that predicted ASD looking patterns.
Implications for these findings are discussed.
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Nonadjacent Dependency Learning in Typical Development
and Autism Spectrum Disorders
Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are known to be delayed in their
language development, compared to typically developing (TD) children (e.g., Ellis
Weismer et al., 2011; Tager-Flusberg, 1981, 1994). Most research on language
development in ASD has focused on the outcome, emphasizing the ways that children
with ASD reach language milestones later than TD children or not at all. This research
has documented that children with ASD—that is, those who ever produce speech—tend
to have atypical semantics and impaired pragmatics (e.g., Dunn, Gomes & Sebastian,
1996; Geller, 1998; Kamio, Robins, Kelley, Swainson & Fein, 2007; Tager-Flusberg,
1994; Volden, 2004). There is still no consensus on the outcome of grammatical
development; some researchers report disordered grammar (e.g., Eigsti, Bennetto &
Dadlani, 2007), while others have found that grammar is delayed, but intact (e.g., TagerFlusberg, 1994). Despite what is known about the language outcomes of children with
ASD, it is still unclear how these outcomes are achieved.
Recent research has begun to investigate the processes that children with ASD use
to acquire language. These studies have shown that some processes of vocabulary
development are present (i.e., noun bias; Swensen, Kelley, Fein & Naigles, 2007) while
others are absent (i.e., shape bias; Tek, Jaffery, Fein & Naigles, 2008). However, less is
known about the processes by which children with autism acquire grammar. A recent
longitudinal study revealed that children with ASD demonstrated two mechanisms of
language acquisition that are characteristic of typical language development (Goodwin,
Fein & Naigles, 2012). Namely, children with ASD tended to not produce wh-questions
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until after they had shown that they could comprehend similar questions; this indicated
that they began processing language input before they began producing language
themselves (see also Swensen et al. 2007 for SVO word order). Furthermore, children
with ASD seemed to benefit from some types of maternal input—although not the same
types as TD children—which indicated that they were internalizing and using some
aspects of the speech that they had heard (Maratsos, 1998; Goodwin, Fein & Naigles,
under review).
Despite using some similar developmental processes, though, children with ASD
still show a chronological delay in their achievement of grammatical milestones
(Goodwin, Fein & Naigles, 2012). This raises the question of whether there are other
processes that aid TD children in acquiring grammar, but are more difficult for children
with ASD to use. One candidate process has been shown to be robust in TD children,
and seems to underlie (and, thus, precede) several other processes of language
acquisition; that is, statistical learning. Hence, the current study examined whether
statistical learning abilities in children were associated with concurrent levels of language
processing and use. Furthermore, there is evidence that statistical learning in TD children
is facilitated by sleep (e.g., Gómez, Bootzin & Nadel, 2006), and sleep is problematic for
children with ASD (e.g., Richdale, 1999). Therefore, this study also investigated whether
variation in sleep habits related to differences in statistical learning abilities and
language.
In the following sections, I will discuss each theme of the current study in turn. I
will begin by reviewing what is currently known about statistical learning, including an
overview of the different methods that have previously been used to study statistical
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learning. Next, I will examine the role of sleep in learning and how this might relate to
language development. I will then describe autism spectrum disorders more generally,
before addressing the ways in which sleep, language and statistical learning might relate
in children with ASD.
Statistical Learning
Background. Statistical learning refers to the ability to implicitly identify
regularities in the environment, in the form of probabilities. There is evidence that this
ability plays an important role in the acquisition of language. For example, English
grammar requires that a present-tense verb must be conjugated with an ‘-s’ (e.g., “eats”)
if the subject of the sentence is a singular noun (e.g., “The dog_”), but the verb must not
be conjugated with an ‘-s’ if the noun is plural (e.g., “The dogs eat_”). In order for
children to learn this rule, they must be able to detect which words/morphemes always
(or never) co-occur. Conditional statistics are an excellent source of information about
these rules. Using the example above, the probability of a singular noun (e.g., “The dog”)
co-occurring with a (present-tense) verb that ends in ‘-s’ (e.g., “eats”) is close to 1.0,
while the probability of it occurring with “eat_” is closer to 0.0. A child who can detect
conditional probabilities could potentially use them to detect higher-level relationships
(i.e., classes of words, such as ‘noun’ and ‘verb’) by observing that some words can be
replaced by other words with similar distributional properties. This is necessary for
acquiring grammar. In order to deduce whether or not children with ASD can use
statistical learning to acquire their native grammar, this study examined their ability to
use conditional statistics to learn an artificial grammar.
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Findings of previous statistical learning studies. Research on TD children and
adults has consistently demonstrated that they can rapidly—and implicitly—extract
statistical information from linguistic (and non-linguistic) input. For example, newborns
can distinguish between different phonemes like “ra” and “la”, but they need exposure to
their native language to discover which distinctions are meaningful and which are not.
Maye, Werker & Gerken (2002) demonstrated that 6-month-old infants could utilize
distributional statistics to figure out which sounds they should treat as two categories, and
which they should treat as one. They familiarized infants to a range of sounds from ‘da’
to ‘ta’ on a continuum of voice onset time. If most of the sounds were in the middle of the
continuum (i.e., a unimodal distribution), infants did not discriminate between the two
sounds in the test phase. In contrast, if most of the sounds occurred at one of the two
extreme ends of the continuum (i.e., a bimodal distribution), infants maintained their
discrimination of ‘da’ and ‘ta’ sounds.
By 8 months, infants can use transitional probabilities—the probability that one
sound will follow another—to extract ‘words’ (e.g., “patubi”) from a continuous stream
of artificial speech (“bupadapatubitutibudutabapidab”), with no other cues to word
boundaries (Aslin, Saffran & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996; also,
adults: Saffran, Newport & Aslin, 1996). Furthermore, participants do not have to
intentionally learn, or even pay attention to the audio stimuli to abstract the pattern (e.g.,
Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick & Barrueco, 1997). On the other hand, this seems to not
be exclusive to sound patterns, but also to visual patterns (e.g., Kirkham, Slemmer &
Johnson, 2002).
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The ability to extract words from strings of unsegmented speech allows children
to begin to attach meaning to those words. Research has shown that 17-month-olds can
match a label with its referent, if that label was a ‘word’ in an artificial language that the
child had previously been exposed to. If the novel label was not a word in the
familiarized language (i.e., there were low transitional probabilities between syllables in
the label), the children did not learn to associate the label and its referent (Graf Estes,
Evans, Alibali & Saffran, 2007). Furthermore, both infants and adults can use cooccurrence statistics to map words onto referents very rapidly (Smith & Yu, 2008; Yu &
Smith, 2007).
The previously mentioned studies demonstrated how statistical learning is
involved in parsing speech and building a lexicon; however, not all aspects of language
involve proximal (i.e., adjacent) relationships between sounds or words. For example,
natural grammars sometimes require the learner to abstract nonadjacent dependencies.
For example, in the sentence “Grandma is singing”, there is a relationship (i.e.,
agreement) between the copula “is”, and the conjugation of the verb (“-ing”). By 18
months of age, English-learning children are aware of this relationship (Santelmann &
Jusczyk, 1998). Several studies have investigated statistical learning of nonadjacent
dependencies, and shown that children (and adults) can acquire these under some
circumstances, but not others.
Creel, Newport & Aslin (2004) tested the ability of college students to learn the
relationship between nonadjacent musical tones. They found that participants only
learned the dependencies between adjacent tones, unless the stimuli were manipulated to
emphasize the similarity in timbre/pitch between nonadjacent tones. Similarly, Newport
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& Aslin (2004) familiarized college students on an artificial language in which 3-syllable
words could only be identified by the relationship between their 1st and 3rd syllables (e.g.,
‘ba__te’, where the underscore could be any of 4 other syllables). Participants did not
learn the relationship between nonadjacent syllables. However, when the words were
defined by nonadjacent phonemes (e.g., ‘p_g_t_’, where the underscores represent
various vowels), participants learned the relationships. Therefore, the authors concluded
that some statistical relationships, such as those that occur in natural languages, are
readily learned; others, which tend to not occur in natural languages, are challenging (or
impossible) to learn.
Gómez (2002) found that 18-month-old infants could learn nonadjacent
dependencies in an artificial grammar (e.g., ‘pel__rud’, where the underscore could be
several disyllabic words, such as ‘waddim’), but only if there was high variability in the
set of possible intervening words. As the set size of possible middle words increased
from 2, to 6, to 12, to 24, children improved in their ability to discriminate between
trained and untrained word strings (see also Gómez & Maye, 2005, for evidence of
nonadjacent dependency learning at younger ages). Because this study did not require
children to generalize the pattern to novel audio strings, it is not possible to determine if
children learned an abstract rule or a set of specific patterns. However, this does not
diminish the importance of the finding that infants were sensitive to the distributional
properties of nonadjacent ‘words’. This research contributes to the already large body of
research that shows that, at least by one year of age, infants are already engaged in using
statistics to form syntactic categories (Gerken, Wilson & Lewis, 2005) and acquire
grammar (Gerken, 2006; Gómez & Gerken, 1999).
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In sum, previous research has demonstrated that statistics play a role in every
aspect of language: from phoneme discrimination, to speech segmentation, to word
learning, to grammar. Nonadjacent dependencies, specifically, are highly relevant to
grammar. These types of relationships are involved in agreement (e.g., knowing that
there is a probability of 1.0 that a verb following “is” will end in “-ing”), standard
English word order (e.g., there is a high probability that a verb will follow the subject, but
precede an object—even if there are intervening adjectives or adverbs), and wh-questions
(i.e., a nonadjacent relationship exists between the wh-word and the gap that the referent
would fill later in the sentence). However, nonadjacent dependencies appear to be more
difficult to learn than adjacent dependencies (e.g., Newport & Aslin, 2004). Because
children with ASD have shown delays (or deficits) in at least some of the grammatical
forms that rely on nonadjacent dependencies (e.g., wh-questions: Goodwin, Fein &
Naigles, 2012; present tense ‘-ing’: Bartolucci, Pierce & Streiner, 1980), it would be
informative to investigate whether or not these children can learn nonadjacent
dependencies in an experimental setting.
Methods for assessing learning. Because different populations vary in their
attention span, motor control, and ability to follow explicit instructions, several methods
have been used to assess statistical learning, depending on the needs and capabilities of
the participants. What each method has in common is the underlying goal of measuring
the participants’ ability to discriminate between familiar and unfamiliar stimuli. For
example, when infants were familiarized on a continuous stream of novel words, such as
‘golabutupiro’, they discriminated between three-syllable combinations that had cooccurred consistently in the speech stream (e.g., ‘golabu’), and three-syllable
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combinations that had not frequently co-occurred, such as ‘pirogo’ (Saffran, Aslin &
Newport, 1996). This informs the researcher whether or not the participant extracted the
relationships between the stimuli, and can be said to have acquired the pattern.
Statistical learning studies typically involve multiple stages. In the
training/familiarization stage, participants are exposed to stimuli that are characterized by
varying statistical probabilities of features co-occurring. These stimuli are often auditory,
such as artificial language (e.g., “DO re TON mi fa”; Gerken, 2004), natural language
(e.g., Russian gender markings; Gerken, Wilson & Lewis, 2005), or non-speech sounds
(e.g., musical tones; Dawson & Gerken, 2009). The stimuli can also be visual, such as
images that appear in a regular pattern on a computer screen (e.g., geometric shapes
presented in a sequential pattern; Kirkham, Slemmer & Johnson, 2002). Sometimes,
audio and video stimuli are both presented, with the experimenter controlling the
statistical probability of them co-occurring (e.g., pictures of images and their labels;
Willits, Lany & Saffran, 2011).
In the test stage, learning is assessed via behavioral measures that indicate
discrimination between stimuli with high vs. low probability of occurrence. A number of
methods have been used to measure discrimination. In older children and adults, a twoalternative forced-choice paradigm (2AFC) is often used. For example, participants might
hear one string of sounds that had high transitional probabilities (e.g., a “word”, or a
grammatical string in an artificial grammar) and another string of sounds with low
transitional probabilities (e.g., a non-word, or an ungrammatical string), and they would
then be asked to verbally indicate whether the first or second audio they heard was “part
of the language that they had previously heard”. Alternatively, participants might be
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asked to press a corresponding key on a keyboard (e.g., Evans, Saffran & Robe-Torres,
2009; Mayo, 2011; Misyak & Christiansen, in press; Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick &
Barrueco, 1997). For children who are too young to respond in a 2AFC paradigm, a
conditioned Headturn Preference Procedure (HPP) is often used (e.g., Gómez & Gerken,
1999; Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996). In this paradigm, children learn to turn their
heads to activate a stimulus, and the amount of time that they keep their head turned is
measured. Longer head-turns for one stimulus vs. another indicate a preference for that
stimulus (and, thus, discrimination between them). The difference between the 2AFC task
and looking tasks (e.g., HPP) is that the former explicitly asks the participant to make a
decision, while the latter does not.
For the current study, neither of the aforementioned methods was appropriate for
young children with ASD. A forced-choice task, whether requiring a verbal response or a
key press, might be difficult for children with ASD; these children often display
atypically developing motor control, language/communication, and executive functioning
(Dziuk, Larson, Apostu, Mahone, Denckla & Mostofsky, 2007; Jansiewicz, Goldberg,
Newschaffer, Denckla, Landa & Mostofsky, 2006; Ozonoff, Pennington & Rogers,
1991)—all of which are required for completing this type of task. Similarly, a head-turn
preference procedure would require that the child make coordinated head movements to
demonstrate comprehension, and would also introduce another possible confound: the
children would have to learn that the presentation of stimuli is dependent on their own
actions. This might be difficult for children with ASD, who tend to be less self-aware
than typically developing children (Hobson, Chidambi, Lee, Meyer, Müller, Carpendale,
Bibok & Racine, 2006). Therefore, the current study used a method that does not require:
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1) explicit motor or verbal responses from the participants, or 2) that the participants
learn the relationship between their actions and the presentation of the stimuli.
This study used a variant of the visual fixation procedure (sometimes called the
Central Visual Display paradigm, or Central Fixation Auditory Preference Procedure; e.g,
Best & McRoberts, 2003; Colombo & Bundy, 1981; Cooper & Aslin, 1990, 1994;
McRoberts, McDonough & Lakusta, 2009; Shi & Melançon, 2010; Shi, Werker & Cutler,
2006; Sundara, Demuth & Kuhl, 2011; Van Heugten & Shi, 2010). All studies using this
paradigm assess discrimination by measuring the amount of time that the participant
fixates on a visual stimulus while a familiar audio stimulus plays, compared to the
amount of fixation to the same visual stimulus while an unfamiliar audio stimulus plays.
Some researchers have used a static checkerboard image (e.g., Cooper & Aslin, 1990),
while others have used dynamic video stimuli (e.g., Sundara, Demuth & Kuhl, 2011).
Likewise, some studies have used an infant controlled paradigm, in which the
presentation of the audio stimuli was contingent upon the participants’ looking (e.g., Van
Heugten & Shi, 2010), while in other studies the duration of audio presentation was
invariant (i.e., the test audio played for the full trial, regardless of participants’ looking;
e.g., Shi, Werker & Cutler, 2006). Regardless of the stimulus or presentation style, this
paradigm has consistently been used to show that both young infants (e.g., 8 months; Shi,
Werker & Cutler, 2006) and toddlers (e.g., 27 months; Sundara, Demuth & Kuhl, 2011)
will look at the same visual stimulus for different amounts of time, depending on whether
they hear a familiar or unfamiliar audio stimulus. Therefore, this paradigm seemed
suitable for testing statistical learning in young children with ASD.
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Effects of Sleep on Learning
In the last decade, many studies have investigated the role of sleep in learning and
memory consolidation. For example, Stickgold, James & Hobson (2000) briefly showed
participants a screen with either a “T” or “L” in the center, and either horizontal or
vertical lines in the background, followed by a blank screen and then a masking screen.
They then asked participants to identify the letter that they had seen, and the orientation
of the lines. They found that adults who had been trained on this visual discrimination
task showed improvement after one or two nights of sleep—even if they had not
practiced at all in between training and test trials. This sleep consolidation does not only
apply to simple, unimodal tasks. Participants who learned varying motor actions in
coordination with audio-visual stimuli also showed improved performance after sleep
(Brawn, Fenn, Nusbaum & Margoliash, 2008). Motor task performance speed has been
found to increase as much as 20% after sleep (specifically stage 2 NREM sleep), while
the same amount of time awake provided no improvement (Walker, Brakefield, Morgan,
Hobson & Stickgold, 2002). This is in contrast with visual skill memory, which is
associated with REM sleep. Therefore, different types of memory are consolidated during
different stages of sleep (Stickgold & Walker, 2005).
While many studies have investigated effects on memory after a full night of
sleep, there is evidence that even short periods of sleep are sufficient. Mednick,
Nakayama & Stickgold (2003) tested participants using a visual discrimination task (as
used by Stickgold, James & Hobson, 2000, described above), following a 60-minute nap,
90-minute nap, or no nap. Participants who received no nap showed a decrease in
performance, while those who napped showed increased performance. Interestingly,
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participants who napped for 90 minutes showed the same amount of performance
improvement as the participants in Stickgold, James & Hobson (2000) who had received
two night of sleep. All that mattered was that participants received a full cycle, of both
REM and NREM sleep.
Many of these studies involve learned skills of little usefulness. However, Fenn,
Nusbaum & Margoliash (2003) extended the findings to a more ecologically valid task:
language. In a training phase, participants listened to monosyllabic CVC words produced
by a speech synthesizer, and were allowed to read the words that the computer was
producing. In pre- and post-training trials, they were asked to identify the spoken words
without any feedback (i.e., reading). Results showed that performance was good
immediately after training, but declined as time passed during the day. However, after a
night of sleep, performance returned to the level of immediate post-training performance.
Furthermore, sleep helped the participants generalize their knowledge of the computer’s
phonetics to novel CVC words, so they could identify new words without reading them.
The results of this previous study are especially relevant to young children, who
spend much of their time 1) learning the sounds, words, and grammar of their language,
or 2) sleeping. However, fewer studies have investigated the effects of sleep on learning
in young children. Two recent studies have found that young infants were able to learn
while they slept. Fifer and colleagues (2010) conditioned sleeping 1- and 2-day-old
infants to respond (via eye movements) to a tone that had been paired with a puff of air to
the eyelid in previous trials. Reeb-Sutherland and colleagues (2011) replicated these
findings in sleeping 1-month-old infants, while extending the results to show that
children learn better from social stimuli (i.e., a voice) than non-social stimuli (i.e., tones).
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These studies demonstrated that sleep is an important time for young infants to learn
about the world. Gómez, Bootzin and Nadel (2006) showed that sleep is beneficial for
infants’ continued processing of stimuli (e.g., language) they previously experienced
during waking hours. They trained 15-month-olds on an artificial grammar, in which
nonadjacent dependencies (e.g., strings such as ‘pel-X-jic’ and ‘vot-X-rud’, where the
first and third syllables always co-occurred, but the middle syllable varied) could be
learned as either exact dependencies, or abstract relationships between types of words
(e.g., “A” words such as ‘pel’ and ‘vot’, and “B” words, such as ‘jic’ and ‘rud’). Half of
the infants napped before testing, and half did not. Those who napped were able to
abstract the general relationship, and preferred to look at unfamiliar stimuli in the test
phase. Those who did not nap did not learn the more abstract relationship, so preferred to
look longer during familiar trials. This difference in looking preference is of interest in
the current study, because it was not possible to predict which preference the participants
would demonstrate, but their looking behavior could inform us about how the children
perceived the stimuli. This topic will be discussed in further detail later.
Other research has found similar effects of sleep on long-term learning in infants.
For example, Hupbach, Gómez, Bootzin & Nadel (2009) replicated the findings of
Gómez et al. (2006) while stretching the period between training and test phases to 24
hours. Children who had napped within four hours of learning showed abstraction of the
rule by looking longer during unfamiliar trials, while children who had not napped looked
longer during familiar trials. Therefore, it seems that individual differences in language
could be related to differences in statistical learning abilities, which in turn might be
related to individual differences in sleep habits. However, this has not yet been
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investigated. Furthermore, no research has investigated the role of sleep in the language
acquisition of atypically developing children—such as those with ASD.
Autism Spectrum Disorders
What is ASD? Autism Spectrum Disorders are a group of pervasive
developmental disorders that are characterized by impaired social functioning, impaired
communication/language, and restrictive or repetitive behaviors (DSM-IV-TR; APA,
2000). The atypical language development in ASD is the focus of much research, and is
also the characteristic of relevance to this research project. It is widely accepted that
children with ASD have impaired pragmatics, manifesting as difficulties with scalar
implicatures (Pijnacker, Hagoort, Buitelaar, Teunisse & Geurts, 2009), and
conversational maxims, such as “avoid redundancy” or “be informative” (Surian, BaronCohen & Van der Lely, 1996). Furthermore, there is evidence from EEG research that
adults with ASD do not process information conveyed in a speaker’s voice in the same
way that TD adults do (Tesink et al., 2009). Likewise, it is generally agreed that children
with ASD (those who speak) are able to acquire a large vocabulary (Kjelgaard & TagerFlusberg, 2001; McDuffie, Yoder & Stone, 2005, 2006). However, this vocabulary is
often atypical in organization. For example, while TD children develop a ‘shape bias’
that helps them learn new words by extending a name from one item to other similarly
shaped objects, children with ASD have been shown to not interpret a novel word as
referring to items of a similar shape (Tek et al., 2008). Additionally, even high
functioning children with ASD still have trouble understanding mental verbs (Kelley,
Paul, Fein & Naigles, 2006) and have atypical understanding of categories like “animal”
(Dunn et al., 1996; Naigles, Kelley, Troyb & Fein, 2013).
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There is still no consensus about whether or not grammar is impaired in children
with ASD. Some studies have found that they do not make subject-auxiliary inversion
errors, and their MLU appears to increase at an appropriate rate for their cognitive level
(Tager-Flusberg, 1994; Tager-Flusberg & Calkins, 1990). On the other hand, children
with ASD produce less complex speech (Waterhouse & Fein, 1982), and even very high
functioning adults with ASD are not at ceiling in identifying ungrammatical sentences
(Eigsti & Bennetto, 2009). And when they do produce more grammatically complex
language, it sometimes appears before more basic grammatical forms have been
demonstrated (Eigsti, Bennetto & Dadlani, 2007), suggesting possible memorization of
frozen forms. Furthermore, the children studied by Eigsti et al. (2007) were high
functioning; though their general language and cognitive levels indicated that they should
have done well, they still had trouble with specific aspects of grammar (e.g., whquestions). On the other hand, Goodwin, Fein & Naigles (2012) found that wh-question
comprehension—although chronologically delayed in children with ASD—appeared to
emerge at an appropriate level of general language development (see also Naigles, Kelty,
Jaffery & Fein, 2011).
Recent studies have shown that children with ASD receive a similar quality and
quantity of language input as their TD peers (Goodwin et al., 2011, under review;
Naigles, in press; Swensen et al., 2007), and that they pay attention (even if implicitly) to
certain features of their language input (e.g., varied verb usage; word order; question
forms) during grammar acquisition (Goodwin et al., 2009, under review; Swensen et al.,
2007). However, it is still unknown why children with ASD are developmentally delayed
in language acquisition, compared to their TD peers (Goodwin et al., 2012). Just as
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children with ASD seem to use some, but not all processes of typical lexical development
(e.g., noun bias, but not shape bias; Swensen et al., 2007; Tek et al., 2008), it is possible
that children with ASD are also capable of using some processes of typical grammatical
development (Goodwin et al., 2012), but not others. Therefore, to investigate this
possibility, I examined an issue that has not previously been addressed in research on
grammatical development in ASD, yet has been shown to be a good candidate for
detecting individual differences in learning in general (Misyak & Christiansen, in press).
Thus, this study investigates statistical learning of nonadjacent dependencies in children
with ASD.
Statistical learning in atypically developing children. Some researchers have
begun to investigate statistical learning in atypically developing children and adults. For
example, Plante, Gómez & Gerken (2002) compared adults with a language/learning
disability (L/LD) to those with no disability. They were all familiarized on an artificial
grammar consisting of CVC words (e.g., “fig sam fig tup”), and then asked to
discriminate between grammatical and ungrammatical strings (e.g., “jed sag tup dak
fim”; the words never occurred in this order in the familiarization phase). The TD adults
performed well, while the L/LD adults did not. Grunow, Spaulding, Gómez & Plante
(2006) followed up this study by manipulating the amount of variability in the middle
element in the string. TD adults were able to learn in high-variability conditions, but not
low-variability conditions. L/LD adults did not learn under any conditions.
Research has also investigated statistical learning in children with SLI. Evans,
Saffran & Robe-Torres (2009) attempted to replicate Saffran et al. (1997) in a group of 6to 14-year-old children with SLI. After exposing the children to 21 minutes of the
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unsegmented speech, they found that children with SLI were unable to identify familiar
words (unlike the TD control children). However, their performance rose significantly
above chance when the exposure period was doubled. Therefore, it seemed that the
children with SLI were not incapable of learning—they just needed more exposure to the
input.
Some researchers have suggested that some of the grammatical difficulties seen in
children with ASD are due to a comorbity with SLI (Kjelgaard & Tager-Flusberg, 2001).
To investigate this possibility, Mayo (2011; also Mayo & Eigsti, 2012) replicated the
findings of Evans et al. (2009) in a group of children and teens with ASD. They found
that, with sufficient exposure to the speech stream, the participants with ASD were able
to discriminate ‘words’ from non-word syllable strings, just as the TD group was able to
do. That is, after 20 minutes of exposure—not 40 minutes, as was required for the SLI
group in Evans et al. (2009).
Given these findings, the question addressed in this study is whether children with
ASD can abstract a type of statistical probabilities that might aid in the acquisition of
grammar; namely, nonadjacent dependencies. The ability to abstract nonadjacent
dependencies has been demonstrated in TD children, but it has not been examined in
children with ASD. Furthermore, since this ability seems to be a foundational property of
language acquisition—that is, a precursor to grammar—it seemed beneficial to test
children with ASD at an earlier stage of language development than had been studied
thus far. I could then examine performance, and—if differences in abilities were found
between children with ASD and TD children—try to discover variables that correlated
with statistical learning ability. For example, if children with ASD performed more
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poorly on the statistical learning task than the TD children, one contributing factor might
be that children with ASD are generally poor sleepers, and learning of all types has been
shown to improve with sleep (as discussed above).
Sleep in ASD. Sleep problems are well documented in children with ASD (e.g.,
Elia et al., 2000; Goldman et al., 2011; Henderson, Barry, Bader & Jordan, 2011; Hering,
Epstein, Elroy, Iancu & Zelnik, 1999; Hoffman, Sweeney, Gilliam, Apodaca, LopezWagner & Castillo, 2005). Therefore, it is important to determine if a relationship exists
between sleep habits and the ability to detect nonadjacent dependencies (which will later
be used for grammar) via statistical learning. Approximately 30% of TD infants and
toddlers display some sort of sleep problem (Mindell, 1993; Richdale, 1999) but these
problems usually disappear by middle childhood. In contrast, between 44 and 89% of
children with ASD have sleep problems beyond the preschool years (Patzold, Richdale &
Tonge, 1998; Richdale & Prior, 1995).
Hollway & Aman (2011) performed a literature review of 17 studies that
examined sleep behaviors in pervasive developmental disorders. They found that most
(but not all; see Diomedi et al., 1999) found significant correlations between autism
severity and differences in sleep behavior. In most cases, higher autism severity (e.g.,
ADOS or CARS scores) yielded more sleep problems. One of the most common reported
problems was less sleep, overall.
Marlow et al. (2006) compared polysomnographic data obtained from 4-10 year
old children with ASD and age-matched TD children, to parental reports of sleep
problems (including the CSHQ). They found that parental reports were validated by
physiological measures of sleep. Additionally, Elia et al. (2000) used polysomnography
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to demonstrate that children with ASD have significantly different sleep patterns than TD
and mentally retarded peers. The current study further investigated the relationship
between sleep habits in ASD and daytime behaviors that have been shown to correlate
with sleep—namely, language development.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate one process underlying language
acquisition, a precursor to grammar, in children with ASD, as well as TD children of a
similar language level. Previous research has demonstrated that TD toddlers are sensitive
to language-like patterns in strings of nonsense words (i.e., artificial grammars).
Numerous studies have demonstrated that children can learn such relationships between
words (or morphemes, phonemes, etc.) by exploiting the statistical probability that certain
elements will co-occur, and abstracting the underlying pattern (e.g., Gómez, 2002).
However, most extant research has investigated this ability in TD infants and toddlers and
not children with ASD.
Hypotheses
Given recent evidence that older children with ASD can exploit statistics in the
input for extracting words, I predicted that some younger children with ASD would also
be able to learn another type of statistics (nonadjacent dependencies), which are
important for the acquisition of grammar. However, I expected considerable variability in
performance. If some children with ASD could learn the artificial grammar, and some
children could not, I expected that this performance would correlate with general
language ability and certain characteristic features of ASD, such as problematic sleep
habits. I also hypothesized the relationship between statistical learning and sleep would
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not be exclusive to the ASD group. However, I predicted that the children with ASD
would be significantly poorer sleepers than TD children, and so also poorer statistical
learners, overall.
Method
Participants
Ten typically developing children (TD) and ten children with autism (ASD)
participated in the study. One additional TD child completed standardized testing but
refused to participate in the audiovisual task, so his data were not included in any
analyses.
Participants in the ASD group were recruited via word of mouth (n = 6),
recruitment flyer (n = 1) and referral by service providers in the CT Birth to Three system
(n = 3). These service providers distributed information about the study to parents of
children who were between 18 and 54 months of age, had been diagnosed with autism or
Pervasive Developmental Disorder—Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS), and were not
yet producing fully grammatical speech. At this age, delays in language and
communication are generally the primary reason for parental concern (Lord, Risi,
DiLavore, Shulman, Thurm & Pickles, 2006; Stone, Lee, Ashford, Brissie, Hepburn,
Coonrod & Weiss, 1999). In a previous study, some children with ASD continued to
show poor performance in a grammatical comprehension task (i.e., wh-questions, which
involve a nonadjacent dependency) until at 54 months of age, when they were last tested
(Goodwin, Fein & Naigles, 2012). Interested parents then contacted me and were
interviewed via telephone to verify their child’s diagnosis and eligibility for the study,
and to provide them with more information. Because it is difficult to distinguish between
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ASD and PDD-NOS, I accepted participants with either diagnosis, which was then
verified by the ADOS (see below).
The ASD group consisted of four females (all White) and six males (four White,
one White/Asian and one Jamaican). All children were from middle-class or uppermiddle-class families living in the Northeast United States. Children in the ASD group
ranged in age from 31.45 months to 62.06 months (M = 43.86, SD = 11.92).
The TD group was recruited by word of mouth (n = 5) and by collecting birth
announcements from local newspapers, then contacting the parents by mail and telephone
approximately twenty months later (n = 5). The TD group consisted of three males (all
White) and seven females (six White, one Hispanic) from middle-class or upper-middleclass families living in Connecticut. These demographics closely resembled those of the
ASD group. Rather than matching the TD group to the ASD group on age, I chose to
match them on language development. Therefore, I recruited TD children at
approximately 21 months of age (range: 19.26 to 22.03 months; M = 21.04, SD = 1.02),
when their receptive language abilities were similar to those of the ASD group (see Table
1). Parents signed consent forms prior to participating.

Table 1
Participant Demographics & Standardized Test Scores
TD

ASD

Mean Age, (SD)

21.04 (1.02)

43.86 (11.92)

Gender

3 boys, 7 girls

6 boys, 4 girls

% CDI words produced, (SD)

26.61 (25.12)

56.15 (33.85)

t
-6.03***

-2.13*
(continued)
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(Table 1 continued)
ADOS M (SD)

1.20

(1.62)

15.20 (11.73)

-3.74**

Rangea

0–5

5 – 46

Receptive Language

22.00 (6.45)

26.10 (9.10)

ns

Expressive Language

19.40 (2.59)

26.80 (10.77)

ns

Visual Reception

25.10 (2.92)

29.60 (12.09)

ns

Fine Motor

21.70 (2.11)

25.20 (8.15)

ns

Receptive Language

47.70 (21.47)

30.10 (12.96)

2.22*

Expressive Language

47.60 (6.72)

30.60 (14.11)

3.44**

Visual Reception

54.00 (9.20)

30.80 (18.74)

3.52**

Fine Motor

46.40 (8.92)

25.60 (9.52)

5.04***

Receptive Language

22.40 (8.24)

28.10 (12.56)

ns

Expressive Language

19.90 (3.25)

30.00 (14.10)

ns

Visual Reception

22.90 (3.67)

30.80 (17.62)

ns

Fine Motor

20.50 (2.72)

25.60 (11.37)

ns

MSEL Cognitive T Sum

195.70 (32.70)

117.10 (52.38)

4.03***

MSEL Early Learning Composite

98.20 (15.99)

64.10 (22.65)

3.89**

Raw Score

63.90 (4.98)

71.50 (20.25)

ns

W

457.10 (3.25)

462.50 (14.46)

ns

Age Equivalents

23.40 (2.88)

33.50 (17.74)

ns

MSEL Raw Scores

MSEL T Scores

MSEL Age Equivalents (Months)

SIB-R

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, ns = not significant
a
Autism Spectrum = 7+; autism = 12+.
Note: ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; CDI = MacArthur
Communicative Development Inventories; MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning;
SIB-R = Scales of Independent Behavior—Revised.
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Materials
Apparatus. An Apple MacBook Pro was used to present the stimuli on a
portable flat-screen computer monitor. The computer was connected to an external
speaker, which was placed behind the monitor. A digital camcorder was placed on a
small tripod behind the monitor, just above the center. The camera was directed at the
child’s face to capture eye movements for offline coding using a specialized coding
program (Habit X 1.0; Cohen, Atkinson & Chaput, 2004).
Tests and measures.
The Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale (ADOS; Lord, Rutter, DiLavore, &
Risi, 1999) was used to verify the diagnosis of children in the ASD group. This test
involves a structured interaction in which the experimenter attempts to elicit various
behaviors, such as social smiling, imitation and pretend play. A score of 7 or higher
indicates that the child is on the autism spectrum.
The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995) was administered
to assess the general cognitive level of each child, in both language and non-language
domains. It takes the form of a structured interaction, which allowed me to discover
strengths and weaknesses for each child, and to determine how the child’s developmental
level related to that appropriate for his or her chronological age. It provides a raw score, a
standardized t score and an age equivalent in each of the following domains: Visual
Reception, Fine Motor, Expressive Language and Receptive Language. It also provides
an overall t sum score and an Early Learning Composite score.
The Scales of Independent Behavior-Revised (SIB-R; Bruininks et. al, 1984) was
administered to assess the general developmental level of each child. This scale is a
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parental-report survey, which provides normative measures and age equivalents. Because
it is based on parental report, it can sometimes provide information about a child’s
developmental level that might not be detected by in an interaction with a stranger (i.e.,
the MSEL).
The MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (CDI; Fenson et al.,
1993) was used to assess children’s language production abilities. The CDI provides a
measure of language development based on parental report, which includes competence
that is only demonstrated in some contexts—and, therefore, not detected by the MSEL.
The Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire (Abbreviated) (CSHQ; NICHD
SECCYD-Wisconsin, n.d.) was completed by parents. It is a survey designed to measure
sleep problems in school age children (Owens et al., 2000), but it has also been validated
in toddlers and preschool age children (Goodlin-Jones, Sitnick, Tang, Liu & Anders,
2008). The abbreviated version contains 22 items that ask for a response ranging from
“Always” to “Never” on a 5-point scale (See Appendix A). It asks questions regarding
bedtime resistance, sleep onset delay, sleep duration, sleep anxiety, night wakings,
parasomnias, and disordered breathing. Higher scores on 17 of the 22 items indicate
more sleep problems. However, there are 5 items for which higher scores are desirable.
Therefore, a conversion is necessary in order to calculate the overall level of sleep
problems. In the current data, higher scores on all CSHQ items (i.e., item 1-22) indicate
more frequent or severe sleep problems.
Four items (6,9,13 & 19; see Appendix A) have been reported to have low itemto-total correlations (i.e., r < .10; NICHD SECCYD-Wisconsin, n.d.), so they were
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omitted from all analyses. Adjusted sums and adjusted means are reported for subscales
with omitted items.
Artificial grammar stimuli. The audio stimuli were the same ones used by
Gómez & Maye (2005). These were two artificial grammars, which consisted of 3-word
patterns in the form of aXc and bXd (grammar 1) or aXd and bXc (grammar 2). The “a”,
“b”, “c” and “d” syllables were nonsense words “vot”, “pel”, “jic” and “rud”,
respectively. The X elements were 24 two-syllable words (see Table 2). This created a
familiarization set of 48 three-element strings in each grammar.
Each three-element string was presented seven times over the duration of the 20minute familiarization period. The test stimuli consisted of a subset of strings that were
presented during the familiarization trial (i.e., the familiar strings), and a subset that were
taken from the alternate grammar (and, thus, inconsistent with the familiarization
grammar). Two sets of 6 familiar strings, and two sets of 6 unfamiliar strings would make
four test trials. These would be presented in a counterbalanced order, in each of 3 test
blocks. The total testing trial would last approximately 3.5 minutes.
The video stimulus during the familiarization phase consisted of an engaging film
with the sound removed (i.e., footage of wild horses). There was no relationship between
the audio and video stimuli. During the test phase, a different silent video was presented
with the test audio. This test video was intentionally simplistic and repetitive – a black
and white checkerboard moving around a blue screen, in a clockwise direction—so that
children would not be so engaged that they never disengaged their gaze toward the
screen. That is, I wanted the children to lose interest and look away, so that they might
return their gaze to the screen if they detected a change in the audio.
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Table 2
Three-Word-Strings Used in Each of Two Grammars
Familiarization Strings
Grammar 1
Grammar 2
vot kicey jic
vot kicey rud
vot benez jic
vot benez rud
pel feenam rud
pel feenam jic
pel wiffle rud
pel wiffle jic
pel puser rud
pel puser jic
pel loga rud
pel loga jic
vot nilbo jic
vot nilbo jic
vot feenam jic
vot feenam rud
pel plizet rud
pel plizit jic
vot gensim jic
vot gensim rud
vot plizit jic
vot plizit rud
pel vamey rud
pel vamey jic
...
...
N = 48
N = 48

Test Strings
Grammar 1
Grammar 2
Set 1
Set 1
vot puser jic
vot puser rud
pel waddim rud
pel kicey jic
vot waddim jic
vot waddim rud
vot kicey jic
vot kicey rud
pel kicey rud
pel waddim jic
pel puser rud
pel puser jic
Set 2
Set 2
pel waddim rud
pel waddim jic
vot puser jic
vot puser rud
pel kicey rud
pel kicey jic
pel puser rud
pel puser jic
vot kicey jic
vot kicey rud
vot waddim jic
vot waddim rud

Procedure
Children were visited in their homes on two consecutive days for a total of
approximately three hours. On the first day, after introductions and signing of consent
forms, the apparatus was assembled in a location that the parent suggested. This was
typically a living room floor, a coffee table or a kitchen/dining room table. The first visit
began with the familiarization trial: the child sat approximately three feet in front of the
screen and camcorder and watched the silent video while the audio stimuli (one of the
two artificial grammars) played, for 20 minutes. Previous research has demonstrated that
20 minutes provides sufficient familiarization with audio stimuli for both adults and
children to learn relationships that might be too difficult to learn after shorter exposures
(e.g., Mayo, 2011; Misyak & Christiansen, in press; Newport & Aslin, 2004; Saffran,
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Newport, Aslin, Tunick & Barrueco, 1997). Following the familiarization phase, the
ADOS was administered. Lastly, the child was once again seated in front of the computer
monitor and camcorder, and the test phase was presented. This lasted approximately 3.5
minutes, as it consisted of three blocks of trials, with four sets of audio strings presented
in each block (i.e., two familiar and two unfamiliar). Two short attention-getting stimuli
(a flashing red dot) were presented on the monitor between the three blocks (see
Appendix B for a sample layout of a test trial).
The second visit began with another presentation of the test phase, followed by
the administration of the MSEL. Finally, the SIB-R was administered to a parent and a
parting gift was presented to the child (i.e., a t-shirt or children’s book). The CDI and
CSHQ were either completed by the parent and returned during the first visit, or
completed overnight and returned during the second visit.
Coding. Videos of the child’s gaze during the visual fixation task were captured
and digitized on a MacBook Pro, using iMovie video editing software. Looking times
were coded offline by watching the videos on the MacBook Pro, while an adjacent Apple
PowerBook G4 ran a custom coding program (Habit X 1.0; Cohen, Atkinson & Chaput,
2004) that calculated total looking times per trial. These videos were coded with the
audio muted, so the coder did not know which specific stimuli were playing at any given
time (although iMovie does present a visual waveform, so it was possible to see when
there was silence vs. sound). In any case, the coder was unaware of which trials were
familiar and which were unfamiliar during coding. Looking at the visual stimulus was
indicated by pressing a single key (i.e., “5”) on the PowerBook G4. Ten percent of the
videos were coded for reliability by a research assistant who was experienced in coding
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eye movements, but did not know the hypothesis of the study nor the participants’
conditions. The average r was .96.
I assessed learning by comparing the amount of time that children watched the
visual stimulus while a familiar audio stimulus (i.e., a string from the grammar that the
child was familiarized on) played, compared to the amount of time that they watched the
visual stimulus while the unfamiliar audio stimulus (i.e., a string from the grammar that
the child was not familiarized on) played. A total amount of looking to the visual
stimulus was calculated for the duration of each test trial. I used the same minimum-looktime as Gómez & Maye (2005). That is, if a child looked for less than 2 seconds during a
trial, that look was not counted. I also imposed a maximum-look cutoff of 16 (out of 17)
seconds, to ensure that children were actually discriminating and not just staring at the
screen across multiple trials. The familiar and unfamiliar test trials were averaged,
resulting in one looking time for familiar test trials and one looking time for unfamiliar
test trials. These were averaged across all children in each group, and then compared to
each other within groups. Looking longer to either the familiar or unfamiliar test trials
indicated that the children could discriminate between the two sets of stimuli (e.g.,
Gómez & Maye, 2005 found a novelty—i.e., unfamiliarity—preference in 17 month-olds,
but a familiarity preference in 15 month-olds). In addition to group scores, each child
had an individual score based on degree of differentiation in looking during the familiar
test audio vs. the unfamiliar test audio. All looking time measures are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3
Definitions of Looking Time Measures
Measure
Total Looking

Definition
Overall time spent looking at the screen, divided by the
total duration of trials that contributed to the mean (i.e., a
proportion of the total possible looking time).
Used as a measure of attention.

Sum Familiar

Number of seconds spent looking at the screen, during all
familiar trials.

Sum Unfamiliar

Number of seconds spent looking at the screen, during all
unfamiliar trials.

M Familiar

Average time (in seconds) spent looking at the screen per
17 second familiar trial.

M Unfamiliar

Average time (in seconds) spent looking at the screen per
17 second unfamiliar trial

Unfam - Fam

Average time spent looking during unfamiliar trials, minus
average time looking during familiar trials.

V2-V1 Familiar

Average time looking during familiar trials at visit 2,
minus average time looking during familiar trials at visit
1.

V2-V1 Unfamiliar

Average time looking during unfamiliar trials at visit 2,
minus average time looking during unfamiliar trials at
visit 1.

V2-V1 (Unfam-Fam)

Degree of unfamiliarity preference (i.e., Unfam-Fam) at
visit 2, minus degree of unfamiliarity preference at visit 1
(measured in seconds).

The ultimate nonadjacent dependency learning measure was based on a difference
score, comprised of the amount of time spent looking at the computer screen while the
blocks of familiar audio stimuli played, subtracted from the amount of time spent looking
at the screen while the unfamiliar audio stimuli played. Larger difference scores were
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interpreted as an indication of better discrimination (Fernald, Zangl, Portillo &
Marchman, 2008; Naigles, 1996; Naigles et al., 2011; Park, Tek, Fein & Naigles, 2011;
Venker, Eernisse, Saffran & Ellis Weismer, 2013). Differences in looking between visit
1 and visit 2 were used as secondary measures, for the purpose of investigating predictors
of looking behavior.
Results
Did Children Show Discrimination Between Unfamiliar and Familiar Audio Trials?
A 2 (Group) x 2 (Visit) x 2 (Trial) Repeated Measures ANOVA was conducted to
compare mean time looking during familiar audio and mean time looking during
unfamiliar audio. There was not a main effect of Visit or Trial (Fs < .37, ps > .55), but
there was a significant effect of Group (F(1) = 7.90, p = .012, partial eta squared = .305)
and a significant Group x Visit interaction (F(1,18) = 5.95, p = .025, partial eta squared =
.248). There were no other significant main effects of interactions. Group mean looking
times are shown in Figure 1.

M Looking (seconds)

14
12
10
8
6

Unfamiliar

4

Familiar

2
Visit 1

Visit 2
TD

Visit 1

Visit 2

ASD

Figure 1. M looking times for the TD and ASD groups at each visit.
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Because of the significant main effect of Group, two additional 2 (Visit) x 2
(Trial) Repeated Measure ANOVAs were conducted—one for each group. There were no
significant main effects or interactions for the TD group. Likewise, there were no
significant main effects or interactions for the ASD group, although there was a trend
toward significance for Visit (F(1,9) = 3.99, p = .077, partial eta squared = .307). Thus,
neither group, as a whole, showed a statistically significant familiarity or unfamiliarity
preference. However, there was considerable variability in performance within both
groups. All looking time means and standard deviations are listed in Table 4.

Table 4
Comparison of Looking Measures in the TD and ASD Groups

Measure
V1 Total Looking
V1 Sum Familiar
V1 Sum Unfamiliar
V1 M Familiar
V1 M Unfamiliar
V1 Unfam - Fam
V2 Total Looking
V2 Sum Familiar
V2 Sum Unfamiliar
V2 M Familiar
V2 M Unfamiliar
V2 Unfam - Fam
V2 – V1 (Unfam - Fam)
V2 – V1 M Familiar
V2 – V1 M Unfamiliar
*p < .05

Mean
.37
37.98
38.30
7.48
7.99
.52
.37
36.73
38.57
8.63
9.44
.81
.29
1.16
1.44

TD
SD
SEM
.13
.04
21.90 6.93
14.01 4.43
3.06
.97
2.27
.72
3.87 1.22
.14
.04
18.62 5.89
11.84 3.75
2.88
.91
1.87
.59
2.27
.72
4.47 1.41
3.49 1.10
3.84 1.21
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Mean
.44
42.48
47.83
10.76
11.78
1.01
.41
43.77
39.16
9.64
8.57
-1.07
-2.08
-1.12
-3.20

ASD
SD
.10
16.86
12.77
3.20
2.32
4.69
.15
15.21
19.80
2.42
3.64
2.59
4.48
4.50
3.64

SEM
.03
5.33
4.04
1.01
.73
1.48
.05
4.81
6.26
.77
1.15
.82
1.42
1.42
1.15

F
1.74
0.27
2.53
5.51*
13.57*
0.07
0.34
0.86
0.01
0.72
0.45
2.96
1.40
1.61
7.72*

Did Individual Children Discriminate Between Trials?
For both the TD group and the ASD group, some children looked longer during
familiar trials while other children looked longer during unfamiliar trials. I calculated the
degree of unfamiliarity preference for each child, at each visit, by subtracting mean
looking during familiar trials from mean looking during unfamiliar trials. Children were
considered to have an unfamiliarity preference if their difference score was positive and
the confidence interval (i.e., the error bar) did not include zero. Children had a familiarity
preference if their difference score was negative and the confidence interval did not
include zero. Children were labeled as showing no preference if their difference score
had a confidence interval that included zero. This distribution is shown in Table 5.
At both visits, more children in the TD group showed an unfamiliarity preference
than a familiarity preference or no preference. As Figure 2 shows, 4 TD children showed
an unfamiliarity preference on day 1. On day 2, seven TD children showed an
unfamiliarity preference (see Figure 3). Thus, it seems that the TD group demonstrated an
increase in unfamiliarity preference across visits.

Table 5
Number of Children Showing an Unfamiliarity Preference, Familiarity Preference or No
Preference at Each Visit
TD
Preference
Unfamiliar
Familiar
None

Visit 1
4
3
3

ASD
Visit 2
7
2
1

Visit 1
3
3
4
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Visit 2
2
5
3

M Unfamiliar - M Familiar
(in seconds)

10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8

Child Child Child Child Child Child Child Child Child Child
9
7
5
2
3
8
4
10
1
6

M Unfamiliar - M Familiar
(in seconds)

Figure 2. The TD Group’s Degree of Unfamiliarity Preference at Visit 1.
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Figure 3. The TD Group’s Degree of Unfamiliarity Preference at Visit 2.
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Conversely, fewer children in the ASD group (n = 3) showed an unfamiliarity
preference on day 1. In addition to the four children who looked longer during the
familiar trials on day 1, three children showed no discrimination at all (see Figure 4). On
day 2, there appears to have been a shift toward a familiarity preference; five children
showed a familiarity preference, while two showed an unfamiliarity preference and three
showed no discrimination (see Figure 5). Despite the tendency of each child to look
longer during familiar or unfamiliar trials, paired sample t-tests did not reveal significant
differences in looking times between trial types for either group at either visit (ts < 1.31,

M Unfamiliar - M Familiar
(in seconds)

ps > .05). This is addressed in more detail in the Discussion section.
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20

Figure 4. The ASD Group’s Degree of Unfamiliarity Preference at Visit 1.
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M Unfamiliar - M Familiar
(in seconds)
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Figure 5. The ASD Group’s Degree of Unfamiliarity Preference at Visit 2.

Two Chi-Square tests—one for each visit—were conducted to compare the
distribution of children in the TD group vs. ASD group who preferred Familiarity vs.
Unfamiliarity. The distribution was not significant at visit 1 (χ2 = .07, p = .80). It was,
however, significant at visit 2 (χ2 = 3.87, p = .049).

Did Both Groups of Children Have Similar Sleep Habits?
Independent samples t-tests revealed few differences between the sleep habits of
the TD children and the preschoolers with ASD. As shown in Table 6, the TD children
spend more time napping than the children with ASD (1.83 hours vs. 0.50 hours) and
more time sleeping overall (12.95 hours vs. 11.00 hours; both ts > 4.0, ps < .01). They
also were reported to take naps more frequently (i.e., Item 16) than the children with
ASD (t = 4.49, p < .001). Additionally, the children with ASD had lower Sleep Behavior
Adjusted Means than the TD children did (t = 2.39, p < .05).
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Table 6
Children’s Sleep Habits
TD
M
20.03
20.13
7.05
7.10
1.83
12.95
2.20
2.20
2.30
1.70
1.30
2.30
1.90
1.99
2.10
3.20
1.10
1.30
1.70
4.70
2.35
2.90
1.90
2.40
2.40
2.20
1.30
1.97
40.40

a

SD
0.84
0.83
0.76
0.74
0.47
0.98
0.63
0.92
1.89
1.49
0.48
1.70
0.88
0.93
0.32
1.03
0.32
0.48
0.68
0.68
0.24
0.99
0.74
0.81
0.84
0.79
0.48
0.55
8.67

ASD
M
SD
t
19.89 0.74
ns
20.11 0.89
ns
6.69 0.96
ns
6.83 1.09
ns
0.50 0.75 4.66***
11.00 1.12 4.04**
1.78 0.44
ns
2.11 0.78
ns
2.00 1.58
ns
1.56 1.33
ns
1.33 0.71
ns
1.89 1.36
ns
2.56 0.88
ns
1.89 0.69
ns
2.00 0.50
ns
2.56 1.01
ns
1.89 1.36
ns
1.11 0.33
ns
1.44 0.73
ns
2.44 1.42 4.49***
1.91 0.53 2.39*
2.78 0.97
ns
2.00 0.71
ns
2.39 0.78
ns
2.89 1.17
ns
2.56 0.73
ns
1.33 0.50
ns
2.26 0.64
ns
38.22 8.77
ns

Bedtime, Weekday
Bedtime, Weekend a
Wake Up, Weekday a
Wake Up, Weekend a
Naps (hours)
Total Sleep (hours)
Item 1: Goes to bed at same time at night
Item 2: Falls asleep within 20 minutes
Item 3: Falls asleep alone in own bed
Item 4: Falls asleep in parents’ bed
Item 5: Falls asleep with rocking
Item 7: Needs parent in room to sleep
Item 8: Resists going to bed at bedtime
Bedtime Adjusted Mean (Items 1-8)
Item 10: Sleeps same amount each day
Item 11: Restless and moves during sleep
Item 12: Moves to someone else’s bed
Item 14: Snores loudly
Item 15: Awakens sweating, screaming
Item 16: Naps during day
Sleep Behavior Adj Mean (Items 10-16)
Item 17: Wakes up once during night
Item 18: Wakes up more than once
Wake During Night Mean (Items 17-18)
Item 20: Wakes up very early
Item 21: Seems tired during daytime
Item 22: Falls asleep during activities
Morning Wake Up Adj M (Items 19-22)
CSHQ Adj Sum
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
a
Bedtime and Wake Up measures are on a 24-hour scale
Note: For items 1- 22, scores ranged from 1 to 5. Higher scores indicate more frequent
sleep problems. Items 6, 9, 13 & 19 are not reported, as discussed in the Method section.
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Is Variation in Nonadjacent Dependency Discrimination Related to Developmental
Levels in Other Domains?
Correlations. Children’s looking time measures were correlated with their
standardized test scores and sleep measures, as well as proportion of Total Looking.
Table 7 displays all significant correlations for the TD group, while Table 8 displays all
significant correlations for the ASD group.

Table 7
TD Correlations: Looking Times, Standardized Test Scores & Sleep
________________________________________________________________________
Looking Measure

Test/Survey item

r

p

V1 Sum Familiar

V1 Total Looking

.850

.002

V1 M Familiar

V1 Total Looking

.729

.017

V1 Sum Unfamiliar

ADOS

.643

.045

MSEL Expressive Language T Score

-.658

.038

ADOS

.672

.033

CSHQ Morning Wake Up Adj. Mean

.726

.017

V2 Sum Familiar

V2 Total Looking

.940

.000

V2 Sum Unfamiliar

V2 Total Looking

.845

.002

CSHQ Wake Up, Weekend

-.662

.037

MSEL Visual Reception Raw Score

.691

.027

MSEL Visual Reception T Score

.632

.050

MSEL Visual Reception AE

.689

.027

V1 M Unfamiliar

V2 M Familiar
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(Table 7 continued)

V2 M Unfamiliar

MSEL Expressive Language Raw Score

.797

.006

MSEL Expressive Language T Score

.814

.004

MSEL Expressive Language AE

.810

.005

ADOS

-.641

.046

MSEL Expressive Language Raw Score

.659

.038

MSEL Expressive Language T Score

.777

.008

MSEL Expressive Language AE

.666

.035

MSEL Cognitive T Sum

.670

.034

MSEL Early Learning Composite

.661

.037

CSHQ Sleep Behavior Adj. Mean

-.728

.017

-.646

.044

MSEL Visual Reception Raw Score

.758

.011

MSEL Visual Reception T Score

.731

.016

MSEL Visual Reception AE

.772

.009

ADOS

-.709

.022

MSEL Expressive Language Raw Score

.681

.030

MSEL Expressive Language T Score

.742

.014

MSEL Expressive Language AE

.690

.027

CSHQ Sleep Behavior Adj. Mean

-.699

.025

V2 Diff. (Unfam – Fam)
ADOS
V2 – V1 M Familiar

V2 – V1 M Unfam

________________________________________________________________________
(continued)
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(Table 7 continued)
Adj. = Adjusted; ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; AE = Age
Equivalent; CSHQ = Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire (Abbreviated); Diff. =
Difference; Fam = Familiar audio; MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning; Unfam =
Unfamiliar audio
Table 8
ASD Correlations: Looking Times, Standardized Test Scores & Sleep
________________________________________________________________________
Looking Measure

Test/Survey item

r

p

V1 Sum Familiar

V1 Total Looking

.787

.007

ADOS

-.773

.009

V1 Total Looking

.660

.038

CSHQ Weekday Wake Up

-.670

.049

V1 M Unfamiliar

ADOS

.646

.044

V1 Unfam – Fam

ADOS

.735

.015

CSHQ Weekday Wake Up

.732

.025

V2 Sum Familiar

V2 Total Looking

.863

.001

V2 Sum Unfamiliar

V2 Total Looking

.922

.000

CSHQ Wake During Night Mean

-.710

.032

V2 Total Looking

.686

.028

CSHQ Waking During Night Mean

-.798

.010

V2 Total Looking

.863

.001

CSHQ Waking During Night Mean

-.678

.045

.704

.023

.713

.031

V1 M Familiar

V2 M Familiar

V2 M Unfamiliar

V2 – V1 M Familiar ADOS
Total Sleep
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(Table 8 continued)
CSHQ Wake During Night Mean
V2 – V1 M Unfamiliar
V2 Total Looking

-.701

.035

.825

.003

________________________________________________________________________
Adj. = Adjusted; ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; AE = Age
Equivalent; CSHQ = Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire (Abbreviated); Diff. =
Difference; Fam = Familiar audio; MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning; Unfam =
Unfamiliar audio
Most measures of discrimination on the nonadjacent dependency task were
correlated with multiple test/questionnaire items. Although individual items on the
CSHQ were correlated with looking measures, it would be inappropriate to attempt to
interpret these findings, for two reasons: first, the scale was intended to be used for
subscale and overall scores, rather than individual items and, second, conducting
individual correlations for each item is likely to result in type I error (i.e., some of the
items are likely to be correlated, just by chance). Therefore, individual CSHQ items were
not included in the subsequent analyses.
In order to determine which variables are truly uniquely associated with
performance on the nonadjacent dependency task, a series of hierarchical regression
analyses were performed, with predictor variables entered in a stepwise manner. Total
Looking at the same visit as the outcome variable (i.e., the looking time measure) was
entered in the first step of the regression model, followed by all other significantlycorrelated measures in the second step, using the ‘Stepwise’ method. If multiple
measures of the same scale (e.g., MSEL raw score, MSEL T score and MSEL AE) were
significantly correlated, only the standardized measure (i.e., the T score) was entered;
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otherwise, a colinearity effect would result in none of the variables being entered into the
model. This method eliminated variables that shared large amounts of variance, leaving
in the model only those variables that contributed a significant amount of unique
variance.
Are looking preferences predicted by overall looking times? Total looking
times did not indicate discrimination or a preference for either audio trial type, but
instead served as a measure of overall engrossment in the audiovisual stimuli. Because
total looking times were significantly correlated with other looking measures in both the
TD and ASD groups (see Tables 7 and 8), I expected that some measures might be
associated with Total Looking in a regression analysis. For all outcome variables (i.e.,
looking measures), Total Looking at the same visit was entered by itself in the first step
of the regression model. As Table 9 shows, Total Looking was associated with some of
the looking measures in the TD group, but not the majority. Table 10 shows that most of
the looking measures, including all that reveal discrimination (e.g., Unfamiliar –
Familiar), were not significantly associated with Total Looking. This indicates that
variability in the children’s performance was due to more than just how engrossed they
were by the stimuli.
Table 9
Significant Regression Models with Total Looking Predicting Other Looking Measures in
the TD Group
Looking Measure
V1 Sum Familiar
V1 M Familiar
V2 Sum Familiar
V2 Sum Unfamiliar

Model
1
1
1
1

Predictor
V1 Total Looking
V1 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
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B
142.96
17.15
129.81
74.19

Beta
0.85
0.73
0.94
0.85

R2
0.72
0.53
0.88
0.71

p
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00

Table 10
Non-Significant Regression Models with Total Looking Predicting Other Looking
Measures in the TD Group
Looking Measure
V1 Sum Unfamiliar
V1 M Unfamiliar
V1 Unfamiliar Familiar
V2 M Familiar
V2 M Unfamiliar
V2 Unfamiliar Familiar
V2-V1 M Familiar
V2-V1 M Unfamiliar
V2-V1 (Unfam-Fam)

Model Predictor
1
V1 Total Looking
1
V1 Total Looking

B
61.04
9.78

Beta R2
p
0.57 0.32 0.09
0.56 0.31 0.09

1
1
1

V1 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking

-7.37
12.70
3.33

-0.25 0.06 0.49
0.59 0.35 0.07
0.24 0.06 0.50

1
1
1
1

V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking

-9.37
2.31
5.16
2.85

-0.56
0.09
0.18
0.09

0.31
0.01
0.03
0.01

0.09
0.81
0.62
0.81

For the children with ASD, Total Looking was associated with more outcome
variables—in fact, the majority—compared to what was observed in the TD group.
However, Table 11 reveals that only one difference score (V2-V1 M Unfamiliar) was
significantly associated with Total Looking. Total Looking was not a significant
predictor of the remaining difference scores, as shown in Table 12.
Table 11
Significant Regression Models with Total Looking Predicting Other Looking Measures in
the ASD Group
Looking Measure
V1 Sum Familiar
V1 M Familiar
V2 Sum Familiar
V2 Sum Unfamiliar
V2 M Familiar
V2 M Unfamiliar
V2-V1 M Unfamiliar

Model
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Predictor
V1 Total Looking
V1 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
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B
130.97
20.85
91.26
11.74
11.94
19.47
12.90

Beta
0.79
0.66
0.91
0.94
0.74
0.86
0.59

R2
0.62
0.44
0.82
0.88
0.55
0.73
0.67

p
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.01
0.01

Table 12
Non-Significant Regression Models with Total Looking Predicting Other Looking
Measures in the ASD Group
Looking Measure
V1 Sum Unfamiliar
V1 M Unfamiliar
V1 Unfamiliar Familiar
V2 Unfamiliar Familiar
V2-V1 M Familiar
V2-V1 (Unfam-Fam)

Model Predictor
1
V1 Total Looking
1
V1 Total Looking

B
38.71
-1.78

Beta
0.36
-0.08

R2
0.13
0.01

p
0.38
0.83

1

V1 Total Looking

-22.62

-0.49

0.24

0.15

1
1
1

V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking
V2 Total Looking

7.53
19.11
-1.30

0.51
0.63
-0.05

0.26
0.40
0.00

0.20
0.09
0.90

Whether or not Total Looking was significantly associated with an outcome
variable, the second step of each regression model allowed me to determine which of the
variables of interest were accounting for the variability in looking behaviors in each
group.
Are looking preferences predicted by language levels? Only one regression
model for the TD group revealed a language measure (i.e. MSEL Expressive Language T
score) associated with looking behavior (V2 M Familiar), as shown in Table 13.
However, the scatterplot shown in Figure 6 reveals that the correlation between these two
variables was being driven by an outlier who had higher scores on both measures than
any of the other children.
Table 13
MSEL Expressive Language T Score Predicted V2 M Familiar Looking in the TD Group
Looking Measure
V2 M Familiar

Model Predictor
2
V2 Total Looking
2
MSEL EL t
Variables not entered: MSEL VR t
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B
Beta R2 ∆R2
p
9.08 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.07
0.31 0.71 0.83 0.48 0.00

Figure 6. A scatterplot showing a positive correlation between V2 M Familiar looking
and MSEL Expressive Language T scores, which is due to an outlier.

When the outlier, Child 7, was removed from the analysis, the correlation
between V2 M Familiar looking and MSEL Expressive Language T scores was no longer
significant (r = .48, p = .19). Hence, no language measures remained as significant
predictors of looking behavior for the TD group. For the ASD group, no language
measures were significantly correlated with any looking time measures (see Table 8), so
no regression analyses were conducted using language measures as predictors. Thus,
children’s language measures did not predict looking behavior in the nonadjacent
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dependency task in either group. This finding—or lack thereof—is addressed in greater
detail in the Discussion section.
Are looking preferences predicted by ASD characteristics? Children’s ADOS
scores negatively predicted V2 Mean Unfamiliar looking times in the TD group, as
shown in Table 14. That is, TD children with lower ADOS scores looked longer on
average during unfamiliar trials at visit 2. One child appeared to be an outlier who may
have been causing the significant correlation between the two variables, as shown in
Figure 7. However, when the regression analysis was conducted a second time without
Child 6, ADOS scores still accounted for a significant amount of the total variance in V2
M Unfamiliar looking, even after controlling for V2 Total Looking (see Table 15).

Table 14
ADOS Scores Predict V2 M Unfamiliar Looking in the TD Group
Model Predictor
B
Beta
R2
∆R2
p
2
V2 Total Looking 9.56 0.69 0.06 0.06 0.50
2
ADOS
-1.11 -0.96 0.78 0.73 0.00
Variables not entered: MSEL EL t, MSEL Cog T Sum, MSEL ELC, CSHQ 12, CSHQ
SB Adj. M
Looking Measure
V2 M Unfamiliar
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Figure 7. A scatterplot showing a negative correlation between ADOS scores and V2
Mean Unfamiliar looking times in the TD group.

Table 15
ADOS Scores Still Predict V2 M Unfamiliar Looking in the TD Group, with an Outlier
Removed
Looking Measure
V2 M Unfamiliar

Model Predictor
2
V2 Total Looking
2
ADOS

B
9.65
-1.14

Beta
0.90
-0.73

R2
0.25
0.63

∆R2
0.25
0.38

p
0.17
0.05

Additionally, ADOS scores negatively predicted V2-V1 M Unfamiliar looking in
the TD group. TD children with lower ADOS scores showed a greater increase in
average looking during unfamiliar trials from visit 1 to visit 2. As in the previous
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analyses, Child 6 was an outlier, which can be seen in Figure 8. Similarly, though,
ADOS scores were still predictive of V2-V1 M Unfamiliar looking even after Child 6
was removed (see Table 17).

Table 16
ADOS Scores Predict V2-V1 Mean Unfamiliar Looking in the TD Group
Model Predictor
B
Beta
R2
2
V2 Total Looking 18.67 0.66 0.03
2
ADOS
-2.41 0.41 0.84
Variables not entered: MSEL EL t, CSHQ SB Adj. M, CSHQ 18, CSHQ 20
Looking Measure
V2-V1 M Unfamiliar

∆R2
0.03
0.81

p
0.62
0.00

Figure 8. A scatterplot showing a negative correlation between ADOS scores and V2-V1
Mean Unfamiliar looking times in the TD group.
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Table 17
ADOS Scores Still Predict V2-V1 Mean Unfamiliar Looking in the TD Group, with an
Outlier Removed
Looking Measure
V2-V1 M Unfamiliar

Model Predictor
2
V2 Total Looking
2
ADOS

R2 ∆R2
0.13 0.13
0.88 0.75

B
Beta
22.24 0.92
-3.59 -1.03

p
0.34
0.00

When all children with ASD were included in the regression analysis, ADOS
scores positively predicted V1 M Unfamiliar looking (see Table 18). The ASD group, as
expected, showed greater variability in ADOS scores than the TD group. Nevertheless,
there was one child who was an outlier with a score twice as large as the rest of the ASD
group (see Figure 9). When Child 20 was removed, the correlation between these two
variables was no longer significant (r = .313, p = .413) and, thus, ADOS was not entered
into a second regression model.

Table 18
ADOS Scores Predict V1 Mean Unfamiliar Looking in the ASD Group
Looking Measure
V1 M Unfamiliar

Model
2
2
Variables not entered: (none)

Predictor
V1 Total Looking
ADOS
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B
Beta
9.81 0.43
0.18 0.89

R2
0.01
0.54

∆R2
0.01
0.54

p
0.83
0.02

Figure 9. A scatterplot showing that the positive correlation between ADOS scores and
V1 Mean Unfamiliar looking in the ASD group is due to an outlier.

Are looking preferences predicted by sleep habits? None of the subscales on
the CSHQ predicted looking behavior in the nonadjacent dependency task, in the TD
group.
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Total Sleep in the ASD group positively predicted V2-V1 M Familiar looking, as
shown in Table 19. That is, children with ASD who slept more increased their average
looking during the familiar audio trials from visit 1 to visit 2. However, as seen in Figure
10, only one child showed a large increase in M Familiar looking and was responsible for
the significant correlation between the two variables. If Child 20 was removed, the
correlation would no longer be significantly correlated (r = .606, p = .149).
Therefore, it seems that scores on the CSHQ were not significantly associated
with children’s performance on the statistical learning task, in either group.

Table 19
Total Sleep Predicted V2-V1 Mean Familiar Looking in the ASD Group
Model Predictor
B
Beta
R2
2
V2 Total Looking 12.89 0.43 0.40
2
Total Sleep
3.02 0.68 0.82
Variables not entered: ADOS, CSHQ 5, CSHQ 18, CSHQ WDN M
Looking Measure
V2-V1 M Familiar
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∆R2
0.40
0.42

p
0.09
0.02

Figure 10. A scatterplot showing a positive correlation between amount of Total Sleep
and V2-V1 Mean Unfamiliar looking in the ASD group.

Summary of Results
Looking time measures did not reveal significant discrimination between familiar
and unfamiliar trials, for either group of children as a whole. However, the two groups
did show different patterns of looking. Furthermore, both TD and ASD children showed
variability in performance within groups. Most TD children showed a pattern of looking
more during unfamiliar trials, although some children did not show this preference. This
pattern was stronger at visit 2 than visit 1, as 7 out of 10 children looked longer during
unfamiliar trials than familiar trials. The ASD group showed a shift in the opposite
direction; more children preferred familiar audio trials at visit 2 than at visit 1.
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Children’s looking behaviors during the nonadjacent dependency task were
predicted by several measures of development & behavior. Total Looking predicted more
looking time measures in the ASD group than in the TD group. However, most
discrimination measures in both groups could not be accounted for by Looking Time
alone. In the TD group, children with lower ADOS scores tended to look more during the
unfamiliar trials at visit 2, and showed a greater increase in their looking during the
unfamiliar trials from visit 1 to visit 2. ADOS scores did not predict looking measures in
the ASD group, after outliers were controlled for. Sleep habits, as measured by the
subscales and overall score on the CSHQ, were not significantly associated with looking
times during the statistical learning task. Finally, after controlling for outliers, no
language measures predicted performance on the nonadjacent dependency task in either
group. These results will be examined in more detail in the Discussion section.
Discussion
The goals of the current study were threefold: 1) to investigate the ability of
children with autism spectrum disorders to learn nonadjacent dependencies, 2) to
examine the relationship between statistical learning and language development, and 3) to
elucidate the role of sleep in the development of statistical learning and grammar. Given
the nature of my findings, it is not possible to make strong (i.e., definitive) conclusions
about these issues. I can, however, reflect upon the implications of my findings and how
they can inform our understanding of statistical learning, language, sleep and autism. In
the following paragraphs, I will provide an overview of reasons why my nonadjacent
dependency task did not yield results that match previous reports, followed by an
interpretation of my findings regarding the relationships between statistical learning,
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language, sleep, and autism characteristics. I will conclude by describing the limitations
of the current study and suggesting ways to overcome these issues and further develop
this line of research in the future.
Why Did Neither Group Show a Significant Effect of Trial?
I hypothesized that I would replicate the findings of previous studies (i.e., Gómez,
2002; Gómez & Maye, 2005), which reported that typically developing children were
able to extract nonadjacent dependencies from an artificial grammar, at least by the age
of 17 months. Confirmation of this ability in TD children would have allowed me to
directly compare the performance of children with ASD to typical performance.
However, I was unable to show significant discrimination between test trials in the TD
group. Therefore, no strong conclusions can be made about the lack of discrimination in
the ASD group. While I was unable to show quantitative differences in looking times for
either group, the qualitative performance of each group as a whole and of individual
children within each group is revealing. These qualitative differences will be discussed
in detail in a later section.
While transitional probabilities (which, for my purposes, can be thought of as
adjacent dependencies) have been shown to be robust in typically developing children
(e.g., Saffran et al., 1996) as well as children with ASD (Mayo & Eigsti, 2012),
nonadjacent dependencies are much more difficult to learn.
For example, Gómez & Maye (2005) found that ability to learn nonadjacent
dependencies was influenced by both age of participants and variability in the input.
They found that 12-month-old children did not discriminate between familiar and
unfamiliar patterns, while 17-month-olds did, and 15-month-olds were somewhere in the
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middle (i.e., given enough variability in the input, they could discriminate between
familiar and unfamiliar, but their looking patterns were reversed compared to the 17month-olds). Additionally, when the intervening syllables (i.e., the X in aXc, bXd) were
more varied, children older than 15 months were able to learn the pattern, but 12-montholds were not. When the intervening syllables were less varied (e.g., only 3 or 12
different Xs), even the older children did not learn the nonadjacent dependencies.
Furthermore, Newport & Aslin (2000, 2004) have reported that even adults have
difficulty learning nonadjacent dependencies, in some situations but not others. They
found that some types of stimuli (i.e., segments; such as a dependency between d-k-b or
p-g-t, where the intervening segments could take the form of several different vowels)
were learned by the adult participants, while other types of dependencies (i.e., syllables;
such as diy—tae, pow—gaa, key—buw, where the dashes could be either kiy or guw)
were not learned. In these studies, the contingencies were the same, so difficulty should
have been similar in both tasks. What differed were the types of units with dependencies,
and their relation to the types of units that have dependencies in natural language (i.e.,
segments, not syllables). Taken together with the findings from Gómez (2002) and
Gómez & Maye (2005), these results demonstrate that the stimuli and experimental
design are important for determining whether or not participants will learn the
nonadjacent dependencies.
Comparison to previous studies. Children in this study tended to look longer
during both trial types, and have more varied looking times, than reported in previous
studies. For example, Gómez & Maye (2005) reported that their 17-month-old
participants looked for 6.05 seconds during familiar trials and 7.61 seconds during
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unfamiliar trials, with SEMs of .44 and .64, respectively. My TD participants looked
longer (V1 familiar, 7.48; V2 familiar, 8.63; V1 unfamiliar, 7.99; V2 unfamiliar, 9.44)
and had larger SEMs (between .59 and .97). My ASD group looked longer than the TD
children, as well as Gómez & Maye’s participants, with familiar looking times of 10.76
(visit 1) and 9.64 (visit 2), and unfamiliar looking times of 11.78 (visit 1) and 8.57 (visit
2). Their SEMs were also larger, ranging from .73 to 1.15. This difference in looking
times is undoubtedly due in part to my use of fixed trial lengths, because children had to
wait for the full 17-second trial to end even after they had lost interest. During the
remainder of the trial, children could look away or they could continue to look at the
screen until the next trial began. Therefore, the variability in my participants’ looking
times was increased to the point where even a 1 second difference in looking was not
significant, as it might have been in Gómez & Maye (2005).
The aforementioned discrepancy in looking-time results is by no means an
indication that my results are atypical. When compared to other studies that used fixed
trial lengths, my study actually produces shorter looking times. For example, Shi,
Werker & Cutler (2006) used the same methodology as the current study to test learning
of function words in infants. They presented children with 16-second trials and found that
children looked, on average, between 10.48 and 12.57 seconds. However, their
participants were 8- to 13-month-olds, so these looking times cannot be directly
compared. I would expect that younger children might demonstrate different looking
patterns (e.g. perseveration) than my participants. Thus, mean looking times in my study
and others seem to be idiosyncratic to the specific stimuli, participant ages, and
experimental design.
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Methodological considerations. I believe that my TD participants would have
demonstrated discrimination via the Head-Turn Preference Procedure. However, that
method would not have been suitable for my participants with ASD. If the TD group
demonstrated discrimination while the ASD group did not, I could not have convincingly
concluded that the different performance was due to discrepant statistical learning
abilities rather than motor difficulties, failure to learn that the audio was controlled by
their actions, or simply non-engagement of the task. The single screen visual fixation
method used in the current study requires very little of the children; they were already
looking at the screen, so they merely had to allow their attention to be drawn toward (or
lost by) the audio strings that they were hearing. The increased variability in looking
times noted above are a necessary trade-off in a method that places minimal demands on
the child’s behavior.
Additionally, I chose to test children in their homes rather than in a laboratory
setting. This choice was primarily made to accommodate the needs of children with ASD.
Many parents of children with ASD are hesitant to participate in a study that requires
them to break from routine and take their child to an unfamiliar environment. Similarly,
many of the participants in the current study lived long distances from the laboratory, and
likely could not have spared the time or the travel expenses associated with driving to the
laboratory. Along with the benefits of testing children in their own homes, there are also
some disadvantages. First, it is difficult to control for distractions. Some participants in
the current study had more interesting things to look at (e.g., windows, toys on the other
side of the room, siblings walking by) when they lost interest in the audio stimuli,
compared to other participants who were tested in more empty, quiet rooms.
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Furthermore, some participants viewed the task as “watching a movie” with a visitor,
while others regarded it more as a task to complete for a stranger. These types of
individual differences contributed to the overall variability in looking times between
children, which contributed to the non-significant differences between trial types for each
group as a whole.
It is also worth noting that requiring two consecutive home visits contributed to
the small sample size, which resulted in the current study being underpowered. If the
study had been less time-consuming, more parents might have agreed to allow their
children to participate, and the increased sample size might have allowed me to replicate
prior findings. However, despite not finding quantitative differences between looking
during familiar and unfamiliar trials, the methodology did allow me to find qualitative
looking patterns for each child. Whether each child looked longer during familiar trials,
unfamiliar trials, or neither trial type was the basis for many of the interesting findings of
the current study.
What Factors Influence Preference for Unfamiliarity vs. Familiarity?
Overall, the TD children looked longer during unfamiliar trials while the ASD
group looked longer during familiar trials. This difference is informative about how
children were processing the stimuli they heard. The past several decades have produced
a large number of studies that used children’s preference for one stimulus vs. another to
indicate discrimination and learning (for an overview, see: Aslin, 2007; Houston-Price &
Nakai, 2004; Slater, 2004). Some studies reveal a novelty preference (i.e., unfamiliarity),
while others reveal a familiarity preference. In some cases, the child’s initial preference
is of interest, and can be difficult to interpret. In other cases, such as in the current study,
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either preference would have indicated that the child had detected some difference
between stimuli. Several researchers have begun to systematically examine which
variables might result in a familiarity preference or a novelty preference (see HoustonPrice & Nakai, 2004) and how these preferences might develop over time. Some factors
that have been shown to influence looking preference include length of exposure to the
stimuli prior to testing, complexity/difficulty of the stimuli, and age of participants. For
example, Gómez & Maye (2005) found that 15-month-old children preferred familiar
audio patterns while 17-month-old children preferred unfamiliar audio patterns. They
attributed this difference to children’s level of discrimination and, hence, the difficulty of
the task for 15- vs. 17-month-olds. They proposed that the younger children were
accustomed to attending to adjacent dependencies (i.e., transitional probabilities) and
were just beginning to attend to nonadjacent dependencies. The older children were
already adept at attending to nonadjacent dependencies. As argued by Hunter & Ames,
(1988), among others, children tend to prefer familiarity when they find the stimuli
challenging but prefer unfamiliar stimuli when the familiar ones are not challenging.
Houston-Price & Nakai (2004) summarize the thesis of Hunter & Ames (1988),
and emphasize the point that individual children show a shift over time from no
preference, to familiarity preference, to no preference, to unfamiliarity preference. This
is important because, in this framework, a child who showed no preference could either
be 1) not yet discriminating, or 2) discriminating, but showing equal preference for
familiar and unfamiliar stimuli. On the other hand, Slater (2004) demonstrated that not all
studies show a shift from familiarity preference to unfamiliarity preference; sometimes
children start off with an unfamiliarity preference, and sometimes children maintain a
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familiarity preference without ever shifting to an unfamiliarity preference. Furthermore,
Roder, Bushnell & Sasseville (2000) pointed out the importance of looking at individual
children rather than averaging across groups. Not all children, and not all tasks, yield a
period of no preference between periods of familiarity preference and unfamiliarity
preference. Sometimes, the shift is abrupt. Therefore, in general, the literature on
familiarity vs. unfamiliarity preferences depicts a process by which children tend to start
out start out with no preference, but eventually develop a preference to attend to simple
familiar stimuli. Then, those stimuli become less preferred as unfamiliar stimuli become
more preferred, which results in a period where the two types of stimuli are equally
preferred, before unfamiliarity eventually becomes the stronger preference. Yet, this
pattern of looking preferences is susceptible to variation due to specific children’s
developmental levels and the nature of the stimuli and task being used.
Interpreting looking patterns in the current study. One caveat that should
accompany the previous section is that all of the past literature has focused on TD
children. It is unknown whether this developmental pattern holds up for children with
ASD. Furthermore, all of the previous studies have focused on infants and toddlers.
While my TD group is not much older than the children discussed above, some of the
children in my ASD group were no longer toddlers. Therefore, it is not clear if I should
have expected to see a similar trajectory in these children. Furthermore, if they had
shown a different pattern of looking preferences, it would not be possible to determine if
it was due to characteristic of having ASD or increased age. Clearly, this topic would
benefit from further research.
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With that said, my results reveal that the TD children looked longer during the
unfamiliar trials on both days, which indicates that they 1) were already beyond the
stages of no preference and familiarity preference, and 2) likely found the familiarization
stimuli to not be especially challenging. On the other hand, the children with ASD who
preferred familiar audio trials might have found the training stimuli to be more
challenging. Then, when presented with the test trials, they attended longer to the
familiar ones that they were still processing. For the children in the ASD group (or TD
group for that matter) who did not show a preference for either trial, I am unable to
interpret their level of discrimination with certainty. It is possible that they were
discriminating, but did not have a preference (as proposed by Hunter & Ames, 1988), or
that they truly were not discriminating. The absence of preference does not necessarily
mean the absence of discrimination (Aslin, 2007).
I can conclude that the children with ASD were not yet at the level of
discrimination that the TD children were at. One empirical question that will be
addressed later is whether or not the children with ASD will eventually demonstrate
similar looking patterns to the TD group. Another question, to be addressed next, is how
these looking preferences are influenced by other measures of development.
Relationship Between Statistical Learning and Language Development
The primary goal of this study was to determine whether statistical learning
abilities could be used to aid language acquisition in children with ASD in the same way
that it aids typical language development. However, my results failed to answer this
question for at least two reasons. First, several of my measures were correlated with each
other, which meant that they did not independently account for a significant amount of
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variance in looking times. MSEL expressive and receptive language scores did correlate
with some of the looking time measures, but 1) regression analyses revealed that only one
of these relationships was predictive of looking times, above and beyond the role of other
measures of development, and 2) the significant correlation disappeared when a single
outlier was removed. No significant correlations were found between looking times and
language measures for the ASD group.
These findings—or lack thereof—are not necessarily problematic. The ASD
group’s lack of correlations is consistent with the results reported by Mayo & Eigsti
(2012). In their study, children with ASD were able to discriminate between ‘words’ and
‘non-words’ based on transitional probabilities, but this ability was not correlated with
language scores. While it is evident that children must learn nonadjacent dependencies to
acquire some aspects of grammar (e.g., Chomsky, 1957), this ability is not sufficient to
account for all of the variability measured by most tests of language development. For
example, the MSEL expressive language score does not even begin to reflect multi-word
grammar until children reach a raw score of approximately 36 (Naigles, p.c.). For the
participants in the current study, this applied to only three children with ASD and none of
the TD children. Likewise, children can achieve high scores on the CDI, Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test, and other common measures of language development, without
necessarily having a firm grasp on nonadjacent dependencies. Therefore, I do not
suppose that performance on the nonadjacent dependency task should necessarily predict
general language abilities. If a test existed that measured only wh-questions, verb tense
agreement, and number agreement, then I would expect performance on that test to
correlate with nonadjacent dependency learning.
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The second reason that I failed to determine if nonadjacent dependencies could be
used to aid language development is that we, essentially, tested children at only one point
in time. While it was reasonable to assume that children who were already good
nonadjacent dependency learners would have higher language scores, it makes sense that
not-yet-developed nonadjacent dependency learning would not necessarily be reflected in
language scores. In order to answer my question of interest, I would need to test
language levels after some period of time had passed since the nonadjacent dependency
task. Lagged measurements would allow for the comparison of prior statistical learning
abilities to later language levels. On the other hand, the rest of my measures should
provide direct influence on statistical learning at the same visit, as discussed next.
Influence of Autism Characteristics on Nonadjacent Dependency Learning
The ADOS was administered to children in both the TD group and the ASD
group. The measure does not provide a linear measure of autism severity, because more
variability is expected at the higher end of the spectrum than in the non-ASD range, and
difference between scores at the high end do not equate to the same amount of difference
as at the low end of the scale. For this reason, interpretation of ADOS scores must be
made cautiously. Nevertheless, one major trend did emerge from my analyses. TD
children with lower ADOS scores showed more looking during unfamiliar trials, and
more of a familiarity preference across visits. Since previous literature has suggested that
an unfamiliarity preference is the result of a typical developmental trajectory, in which
stimuli become easier to process as children get older, the previously mentioned
correlations between ADOS scores and looking times are consistent. The TD children
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who showed more ‘typical’ looking behavior were the same children who performed
more ‘typically’ on the ADOS.
The next question to address is what made the less ‘typical’ TD children score
higher on the ADOS. Anecdotally, it appeared that the TD children with higher ADOS
scores were those who were less attentive and/or less compliant during the administration
of the ADOS. Therefore, it is not surprising that they might also demonstrate a similar
level of inattention during the familiarization period, which could in turn result in less
robust (or no) learning of the dependencies. Then, when confronted with unfamiliar and
familiar test trials, they might attend more than the rest of the TD children to the familiar
trial, since they had not completely finished processing it in the familiarization trial. This
is speculative, though, as I did not operationalize any measure of attentiveness during the
familiarization trial.
Of note, there was no significant relationship between ADOS scores and looking
times in the ASD group. This is likely because of the previously mentioned non-linearity
of the ADOS, as well as more varied reasons for elevated scores (e.g., some children
scored high for reasons such as poor eye contact and imitation, although they had some
productive language; other children were practically nonverbal) than were found in the
TD group.
Effects of Sleep on Learning
Many studies have demonstrated that sleep can influence learning in adults, by
either maintaining what had been learned prior to sleep or even improving performance
on tasks following sleep (e.g., Fenn, Nusbaum & Margoliash, 2003; Stickgold & Walker,
2005). Fewer studies have investigated how very young children might rely on sleep for
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learning, and how this might change as children age. The studies that do exist have been
revealing, though. Gómez, Bootzin & Nadel (2006) performed a study rather similar to
the current study, in that the same stimuli were used to test learning of nonadjacent
dependencies in 15-month-old TD children. All children were familiarized to the audio
for 15 minutes in their home. Then, all children were tested four hours later, using the
Head-Turn Preference Procedure in the laboratory. In one condition, children napped
during the interval between familiarization and testing. In the other condition, children
did not nap during the interval between familiarization and testing. Using direction of
first look as a baseline, average looking toward consistent vs. inconsistent trial types were
calculated (i.e., if the first look was unfamiliar, then all looks to unfamiliar were counted
as consistent; if first look was familiar, then subsequent looks toward familiar were
counted as consistent). Children who napped showed a greater difference between
consistent and inconsistent looking times than the children who had not napped.
Hupbach, Gómez, Bootzin and Nadel (2009) followed up with a study testing
long-term effects of sleep. Their method was identical to the method used by Gómez,
Bootzin & Nadel (2006), except they waited twenty-four hours before testing children’s
learning. They found that children only discriminated between grammars if they had
napped within four hours of familiarization. The children who did not nap within four
hours of familiarization did not discriminate between grammars; they seemed to not
remember the language they were exposed to, in the way that the children who napped
did.
The present study continued this line of research, while extending it to children
with ASD, who are known to be problem sleepers (e.g., Goldman et al., 2011; Goodlin-
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Jones, Tang, et al., 2008; Henderson et al., 2011; Hering et al., 1999; Malow et al., 2006;
Patzold et al, 1998; Richdale, 1999). In my study, children were tested using the same
audio patterns as Gómez & Maye (2005), Gómez et al. (2006), Hupbach et al (2009), but
a different methodology. Like Hupbach et al (2009), I tested children after a 24-hour
period, to see if performance on the task differed before and after children had slept for a
night. Similarly, I also found that performance differed after 24 hours; my TD group
showed an increased preference for unfamiliar trials, while the ASD group showed
increased looking during familiar trials.
Group differences in the influence of sleep. One way to interpret my findings is
by attributing the difference in looking times between visits 1 and 2 to sleep
consolidation. Sleep consolidation is the well-attested finding that some learning actually
improves, or consolidates, after sleep. Children in the TD group show a pattern of
already showing an unfamiliarity preference at visit 1, but then showing an even stronger
unfamiliarity preference at visit 2, which cannot be accounted for by invoking any sort of
attrition of the familiar pattern. Instead, the TD children must have remembered the
familiar pattern well enough on the second day that they did not feel the need to look as
long to those audio strings compared to the less familiar audio strings1. On the other
hand, children with ASD seemed to not consolidate between day 1 and day 2. Therefore,
the familiar stimuli on day 1 (which were already preferred) were even more preferred on
day 2. That is, children with ASD had not yet mastered the familiar audio patterns, so the
preferred to continue looking at them during the test phase (in accordance with Hunter &
1

The strings are less familiar, rather than totally unfamiliar, because the children had
heard them briefly during the test phase on day 1 (i.e., for approximately 1.7 minutes).
Presumably this is not enough time for the children to have habituated to the unfamiliar
stimuli; hence, the increased looking on day 2.
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Ames, 1988). Then, on day 2, the children with ASD had decreased memory for the
familiar patterns, which yielded longer looking times as children attempted to master
them. This interpretation of the findings is consistent with the previous research, which
was described earlier. However, there are some caveats to consider.
I did not manipulate my participants’ sleep in this study, so I cannot make strong
claims about the effects of the previous night of sleep. Some children may have slept
longer or better than others on that particular night, which could have influenced
performance—or not. Instead, I took a different approach than Hupbach et al. (2009), in
that I inquired about children’s habitual sleep patterns. This decision was based on two
assumptions. First, I assumed that sleep quality does not fluctuate very drastically within
children; good sleepers usually sleep well, and poor sleepers usually sleep poorly.
Secondly, the effect of sleep on statistical learning and language development would be
gradual, unfolding over many nights of sleep consolidation rather than in a single night.
Therefore, the CSHQ was used to determine if individual children who were usually good
or bad sleepers demonstrated different patterns of statistical learning or language abilities.
One unexpected finding was that the TD group and ASD group did not
significantly differ on most aspects of sleep habits. The TD group did nap more
frequently and sleep somewhat longer, but these could be due to younger mean age rather
than any some characteristic of having ASD. Instead of group differences, I primarily
found that individual items on the CSHQ had variability within groups. Because of this
finding, I cannot make any claims about ASD causing sleep problems, which in turn
cause discrepant looking patterns during the nonadjacent dependency task.
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Limitations and Future Directions
The goals of this study were somewhat high and were only partially achieved.
Perhaps the biggest limitations of the current study relate to my failure to replicate the
findings of Gómez & Maye (2005) in my TD group. I believe that this is due in part to
my small sample size. Gómez & Maye (2005) tested 24 children in each condition, in
each of their studies. This sample size is consistent with other studies on statistical
learning in TD participants as well as atypically developing participants (e.g., Grunow,
Spaulding, Gómez & Plante, 2006; Mayo & Eigsti, 2012; Saffran, Aslin & Newport,
1996). Therefore, the sample size in my study is approximately half the size that it would
need to be to have sufficient power. One advantage that these other studies had was the
ability to be selective in inclusion of participants. For example, Gómez & Maye (2005)
excluded 1/3 of the children they recruited for reasons such as fussiness. I had so few
children that I could not exclude any, which likely resulted in the increased variance I
observed. It is important to note that the current sample size was low because of two
decisions I made and one factor that was out of my control. First, by testing children in
their homes, I precluded the possibility of running many subjects in one day. Because
participants were located up to two hours away, each participant took up most of two
consecutive days. This relates to the second decision I made that influenced my sample
size: testing children 24 hours apart. Some parents may have not been responded to my
recruitment materials because they were unable to commit to two days of testing, or were
unable to find two consecutive days that they were available. The third factor, which was
out of my control, was that I could not directly contact participants in the ASD group.
Instead, service providers agreed to distribute recruitment materials, leaving it up to
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parents to contact me if they were interested. There is no way to know how diligent or
enthusiastic service providers were, or how many of my letters they distributed.
Therefore, future studies will benefit from a change in recruitment methods and
scheduling procedures that allow me to increase my sample size.
Another limitation was the age range of my participants. I intended to recruit
children at the early stages of grammatical development, so I recruited children based on
my estimation of when their grammar might be emerging. I might have been able to
make stronger conclusion if I had recruited younger children in both groups, for two
reasons. First, some of my participants were already producing simple sentences,
indicating that they might have already developed the ability to attend to nonadjacent
dependencies. Secondly, my methodology was perhaps more appropriate for a younger
age group. For example, Shi and colleagues (e.g., Shi, Werker & Cutler, 2006) regularly
use the same methodology as I did to test 8- to 11-month-old infants. On the other hand,
Gómez proposed that 12-month-olds did not yet demonstrate the ability to learn
nonadjacent dependencies, while 15-month-olds were barely learning to do so (cf.
Santelmann & Jusczyk, 1998). Therefore, perhaps a good age range for future studies to
test would be 14- to 17-months in the TD group, and children at similar language levels
in the ASD group.
While the initial visit should be moved to an earlier age, perhaps the study would
be strengthened if a follow-up visit were added after a delay of a month or two. At this
visit, language measures could be administered to determine whether variability in
language at the later visit could be predicted by variability in statistical learning at the
first visit. Additionally, a follow-up visit would allow a previously raised question to be
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addressed: will the children with ASD eventually show a shift toward unfamiliarity
preference? If the current looking pattern of the ASD group is the result of an early stage
of discrimination (see Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004), they might show an unfamiliarity
preference at a later stage of development. Retesting the children at a follow-up visit
would be informative.
One additional area to improve in future studies is the nature of the training and
test stimuli. I wanted to replicate the findings of Gómez and Maye (2005), so I used the
same stimuli as them. However, these stimuli used test strings that had previously been
presented during the training phase. Therefore, children could have demonstrated
discrimination by learning a rule (i.e., aXc, bXd; regardless of what the specific lexical
items are) or by simply learning a pattern (i.e., vot-kicey-jic, pel-waddim-rud; not an
abstract pattern). In the current study, this distinction is not crucial for my conclusion. I
just wanted to know if children with ASD would attend to the nonadjacent dependencies
at all. Whether or not they would abstract a rule was necessarily a follow-up question,
which will need to be addressed in future studies.
Conclusion
This study was a first step toward addressing the question of whether relationships
exist between statistical learning abilities, development of grammar and sleep habits, and
whether these relationships are similar in ASD and typical development. While my
results must be interpreted cautiously because of the limitations outlined above, the
following conclusions can be made. First, children with ASD, on average, preferred
familiar audio patterns on both days. This was different from the TD pattern of looking
longer during unfamiliar trials, which matches the pattern found in previous research.
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These looking patterns were not similarly associated with looking measures in each
group; lower ADOS scores predicted more unfamiliarity preference in the TD group, but
not the ASD group. The current results do not allow me to conclude that grammatical
delays and deficits observed in ASD are, or are not, related to statistical learning abilities.
However, future studies in this vein might allow us to better understand the relationships
examined in this study.
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Appendix A

NICHD SECCYD—Wisconsin

CHILDREN’S SLEEP HABITS QUESTIONNAIRE
(ABBREVIATED)
The following statements are about your child’s sleep habits and possible difficulties with sleep. Think about
the past week in your life when you answer the questions. If last week was unusual for a specific reason, choose
the most recent typical week. Unless noted, check Always if something occurs every night, Usually if it occurs
5 or 6 times a week, Sometimes if it occurs 2 to 4 times a week, Rarely if it occurs once a week, and Never if it
occurs less than once a week.
BEDTIME
Write in your child’s usual bedtime: Weeknights
Weekends

_____:_____ am/pm
_____:_____ am/pm
7
Always

5-6
Usually

2-4
Sometimes

1
Rarely

0
Never

1. Child goes to bed at the same time at night.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

2. Child falls asleep within 20 minutes after
going to bed.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

3. Child falls asleep alone in own bed.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

4. Child falls asleep in parent’s or sibling’s bed.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

5. Child falls asleep with rocking or rhythmic
movements.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

6. Child needs special object to fall asleep (doll,
special blanket, stuffed animal, etc.).

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

7. Child needs parent in the room to fall asleep.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

8. Child resists going to bed at bedtime.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

9. Child is afraid of sleeping in the dark.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

SLEEP BEHAVIOR
Write in your child’s usual amount of sleep each day
(combining nighttime sleep and naps):

_____ hours and _____ minutes
7
Always

5-6
Usually

2-4
Sometimes

1
Rarely

0
Never

10. Child sleeps about the same amount each
day.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

11. Child is restless and moves a lot during sleep.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )
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7
Always

5-6
Usually

2-4
Sometimes

1
Rarely

0
Never

12. Child moves to someone else’s bed during
the night (parent, sibling, etc.).

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

13. Child grinds teeth during sleep (your dentist
may have told you this).

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

14. Child snores loudly.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

15. Child awakens during the night and is
sweating, screaming, and inconsolable.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

16. Child naps during the day.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Write in the number of minutes the nap usually lasts:

_____ minutes

WAKING DURING THE NIGHT
7
Always

5-6
Usually

2-4
Sometimes

1
Rarely

0
Never

17. Child wakes up once during the night.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

18. Child wakes up more than once during the
night.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

MORNING WAKE UP
Write in the time child usually wakes up in the morning:

Weekdays

_____:_____ am/pm

Weekends _____:_____ am/pm
7
Always

5-6
Usually

2-4
Sometimes

1
Rarely

0
Never

19. Child wakes up by him/herself.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

20. Child wakes up very early in the morning (or,
earlier than necessary or desired).

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

21. Child seems tired during the daytime.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

22. Child falls asleep while involved in activities.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Appendix B
Test Phase Stimuli: Counterbalance A
Trial Type

Audio String

Visual Stimulus

Duration

G1T1

vot puser jic
pel waddim rud
vot waddim jic
vot kicey jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
(silence)
vot puser rud
pel kicey jic
vot waddim rud
vot kicey rud
pel waddim jic
pel puser jic
(silence)
pel waddim rud
vot puser jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
vot kicey jic
vot waddim jic
(silence)
pel waddim jic
vot puser rud
pel kicey jic
pel puser jic
vot kicey rud
vot waddim rud
(silence)
vot puser rud
pel kicey jic
vot waddim rud
vot kicey rud
pel waddim jic
pel puser jic
(silence)
pel waddim rud
vot puser jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
vot kicey jic

Moving Checkerboard

17 seconds

Moving Checkerboard
Moving Checkerboard

.5 second
17seconds

Moving Checkerboard
Moving Checkerboard

.5 second
17 seconds

Moving Checkerboard
Moving Checkerboard

.5 second
17 seconds

Flashing Red Dot
Moving Checkerboard

1.5 seconds
17 seconds

Moving Checkerboard
Moving Checkerboard

.5 second
17 seconds

BREAK
G2T1

BREAK
G1T2

BREAK
G2T2

ATTENTION
G2T1

BREAK
G1T2
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vot waddim jic
(silence)
Moving Checkerboard
.5 second
pel waddim jic
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
vot puser rud
pel kicey jic
pel puser jic
vot kicey rud
vot waddim rud
BREAK
(silence)
Moving Checkerboard
.5 second
G1T1
vot puser jic
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
pel waddim rud
vot waddim jic
vot kicey jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
ATTENTION
(silence)
Flashing Red Dot
1.5 seconds
G1T2
pel waddim rud
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
vot puser jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
vot kicey jic
vot waddim jic
BREAK
(silence)
Moving Checkerboard
.5 second
G2T1
vot puser rud
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
pel kicey jic
vot waddim rud
vot kicey rud
pel waddim jic
pel puser jic
BREAK
(silence)
Moving Checkerboard
.5 second
G2T2
pel waddim jic
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
vot puser rud
pel kicey jic
pel puser jic
vot kicey rud
vot waddim rud
BREAK
(silence)
Moving Checkerboard
17 seconds
G1T1
vot puser jic
pel waddim rud
vot waddim jic
vot kicey jic
pel kicey rud
pel puser rud
________________________________________________________________________
BREAK
G2T2
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